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General description of the Learning Design 

Subject Physics 

LD Title  Heat and Calorimetry 

Educational level Lower Secondary (Gymnasium)  

Class  3rd grade of Secondary Education 

Age group 14-15 years  

Duration  4 periods  

Description  The present learning design focuses on the understanding of the phenomenon of the change of temperature 
of a body, by engaging students in activities during which they explore the factors determining this change. By 
studying various informational sources, as well as by engaging in experimental activities designed by 
themselves, students figure out the factors that determine the change of temperature of a body, they 
formulate the mathematical relationship of the calculation of Calorimetry, and explain the importance of the 
heat capacity of water. They then solve quantitative applications in class.  
.  

Key words  Heat, Calorimetry, Molecular Structure, Heat Capacity  
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Learning activity/Lesson/Unit: Physics: Heat and Calorimetry           Class: 3rd grade, Secondary Education  

- Digital Tools (affordances) 
Use of Office365 OneNote- o365.ats2020, 

PPT, smartphones (photos and videos), 

digital questionnaires, Microsoft forms 

etc.) 

 

Skills and competences necessary to reach the 
expected outcomes  

Targeted:  

Information Literacy  

 Process information and construct new 

knowledge. 

 Integrate new knowledge and apply to new 

situations. 

Creativity and Innovation  

 Identify and match needs with possible 
solutions. 

 Integrate and re-elaborate. 
 

Emerging:  

Collaboration and Communication 

Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or 

others employing a variety of tools and environments. 

Autonomous Learning  
Autonomous Learning Skills 

Learning goals - expected leaning outcomes 
Body of knowledge (National curriculum) 
 

Students:  
- Compare the movements of molecules in solids, 

liquids and gases by use of simulations (1 period)  

- Verify through experiments that the change of 

temperature of a body depends on the mass of the 

body in question, the quantity of temperature that 

is transferred from, or to the body, as well as from 

the type of material of the body  

- They formulate the mathematical relationship of 

the calculation of the quantity of heat that is 

transferred to/ from a body. They evaluate and 

explain the importance of the heat capacity of the 

water to everyday activities (1 period).  

 

- Tasks to develop these competences towards the 
learning outcomes 

- Students study the molecular structure of the three states of matter by 

running digital simulations  

- Students complete the My Learning Journal 

- Students carry out in the lab the experiments about the natural states 
of matter. They note down their observations in OneNote Class 
Notebook o365.ats2020.eu (homework)  

- Students attend their teacher’s presentation in class (3 stories). They 

are expected to put forward their assumptions with regard to the 

experiment, by writing down in the worksheet a learning course with a 

specific goal. Each group announces in the plenary the course of their 

work.   

- Students take pictures or videos during the control activities of the 

factor that influences the amount of heat that is absorbed or released 

by a body. The evidence can be uploaded in the group page in OneNote 

Collaboration Space, as well as in each students’ private notebooks, so 

that useful material for studying can be put together.  

- The teacher encourages students of each group to talk with their 

classmates of other groups and write down the factors studied by other 

groups. The teacher writes on the board the mathematical relationship 

that connects the amount of heat with the factors that affect it (type of 

material, mass, change of temperature), and they discuss in class the 

units of measurement of the physical quantities. The specific heat 

capacity C, which is characteristic for the material.  

- The teacher brings up the natural phenomenon of the sea and the sand 

and asks students to provide their interpretations (type of material). 

- Students apply the mathematical relationship of Calorimetry in 

different quantitative applications in class and at the end, they are 

expected to fill in a multiple choice questionnaire about Calorimetry.  

- Students develop their ePortfolios for the unit. 
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Μαθησιακά προϊόντα – σε όλα τα στάδια (αξιολόγηση) 
- Completed the My Learning Journal by each student for the 

learning Cycle on Calorimetry  

- Evidence of the group work of carrying out experiments and 

completion of information in OneNote Collaboration Space, as 

well as in the private notebooks of each student 

- Completed experimental worksheet  

- Collection of evidence (photos, videos) of lab activities 

(experiments on Calorimetry in OneNote Class Notebook)  

- Completion of the self-assessment sheet on Calorimetry at the 

end of the Learning Cycle 

- Completion of the Formative Self-Assessment Scaffolding Tool of 

Students’ Competences and Skills (Information Literacy, 

Creativity and Innovation areas)  
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Activity title 

Learning goals – 

Success Indicators  

Tasks 

(teacher/students) 
Teacher’s role Tools 

Methodology – 
Class 

Arrangement 

Learning 
Outputs 

(expected) 

Assessment tool 

Subject area  Transversal Skills  

Worksheet: 
Molecular 
Structure of the 
natural states of 
matter (1 period)  
The use of 
simulation for the 
molecular 
structure of the 
natural states of 
matter  

Students compare the 

movements, forces and 

distances between 

molecules in solids, 

liquids and gases, by the 

use of simulations.  

Information Literacy  

 Process information 

and construct new 

knowledge. 

Digital Literacy and 

Communication skills 

 Students collaborate, 

and interact by using 

a simulation (See 

Simulations for the 

interpretation of the 

molecular structure 

Appendices and 

answer questions 

their private 

notebooks about the 

molecular structure of 

the three states of 

matter.  

 

  The teacher brings 

up and connects the 

previous unit with 

the characteristics 

of solids, liquids and 

gases concerning 

the volume and 

form. He/She asks 

students to 

complete the initial 

table. 

 He/ She explains 

what the forecast 

and representation 

model is, and how it 

can be used in the 

case of molecular 

interpretation of 

the natural states of  

matter with regard 

to forces, 

movements and 

distances between 

molecules.  

 A short video is run 

about the 

molecular 

interpretation of 

 The teacher 

provides 

support and 

guidance, 

based on the 

instructions 

of the 

worksheet. 

The goal is 

for students 

to realize and 

write down 

the different 

ways in 

which 

molecules 

interact in 

each natural 

state. 

 He/She asks 
students to 
use a 
simulation, 
so that they 
can 
complete 
their 
homework 
assignment 

 Simulations 
for the 
interpretation 
of molecular 
structure- See 
Appendices 

 Videos for the 
molecular 
structure- See 
Appendices 

 Worksheets 
on the 
Molecular 
structure of 
matter- See 
Appendices  

 

Students are 
sitting in groups, 
and attend their 
teacher’s 
presentation on 
the molecular 
structure of the 
natural states of 
matter.   

 Molecular 

motion in 

solids, 

liquids, and 

gases, by 

the use of a 

simulation.  

 Worksheets 

completed 

by students   

 

 Completion of 
homework in 
class  

 Formative 
assessment in 
class as well 
as through 
the discussion 
with students  

 Assessment  
of students’ 
work in 
OneNote 
Class 
Notebook  
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matter and a 

simulation is 

presented ( See 

video for molecular 

structure of the 

natural states of 

matter- See 

Appendices 

 Students write 

down their 

observations in the 

worksheet ( See 

Worksheets 

Molecular Structure 

of Matter-

Appendices  

 Parmenides and 
Democritu’s views 
are presented and a 
discussion takes 
place regarding 
their accuracy or 
not. 

 The lesson comes to 
an end with the 
reference to the 
change of a state as 
well as to the ways 
that the interaction 
of molecules 
changes when a 
liquid turns into gas, 
and liquid turns into 
a solid respectively.  

in OneNote 
Class 
Notebook. 
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Activity title 

Learning goals – 

Success Indicators  
Tasks 

(teacher/students) 
Teacher’s role Tools 

Methodology – 
Class 

Arrangement 

Learning 
Outputs 

(expected) 

Assessment tool 

Subject area  Transversal Skills  

Worksheet: 
Experimental 
Activity (1 period) 
The teacher 
presents a natural 
phenomenon 
(PPT) relating to 
Calorimetry. 
He/She presents 
students with 
three short stories, 
and asks students 
to explore one of 
the factors that 
affects the amount 
of heart absorbed 
or released by a 
body.  
 

Students verify in an 

experimental way the 

relationship of the 

temperature change of a 

body to the mass of that 

body, the amount of heat 

transferred from or to 

this body, as well as to 

the type of material of 

that body. 

 

 

Information Literacy  

 Students draw 
conclusions from 
the data collected 
during 
implementation of 
the appropriate 
experimental 
schedule. They 
process 
information and 
construct new 
knowledge.  

Collaboration and 
Communication 

 Interact, 

collaborate, and 

publish with peers, 

experts, or others 

employing a 

variety of tools and 

environments. 

Creativity and Innovation 

 Students identify 
needs (resolve a 
question), and 
utilize resources 
and materials 
(experiment) in 

 The teacher 

presents the 

natural 

phenomenon 

occurring with the 

sand and water of 

the sea during the 

Summer ( 

daytime/night 

time), in a PPT 

presentation (PPT 

presentation 

material – See 

Appendices, and 

asks students to 

carry out the 

experiment relating 

to the exploration 

of one of the factors 

(mass, type of 

liquid, change of 

temperature)  

 Asks students of 

each group to talk 

in class with 

classmates of other 

 The teacher 

presents the 

natural 

phenomeno

n (sand and 

water)  

 The teacher 

has a guiding 

role during 

the 

experiments.  

 The teacher 
manages the 
instruments 
and makes 
them 
available to 
students. He 
also oversees 
the time 
resources. 

 
 

 The 
worksheets 
distributed to 
teams 
(Worksheets 
on 
Calorimetry- 
See 
Appendices  

 Teacher’s PPT 
presentation- 
PPT 
presentation 
material on 
Calorimetry- 
See 
Appendices 

 The 
instruments  
and materials  
of the 
laboratory  

 

 Students are 

sitting in 

groups in the 

Physics lab.  

 The groups 

collaborate, 

complete the 

worksheet, 

and 

announce 

the results in 

the plenary. 

 Each student 

transfers 

evidence of 

their work in 

their private 

notebooks 

(OneNote). 

 

 Experiment

al 

investigatio

n of the 

relationship 

between 

the change 

of 

temperatur

e of a body, 

and the 

mass of the 

body, the 

quantity of 

heat that is 

transferred 

from or to 

the body, as 

well as the 

type of 

material of 

the body in 

question.  

 Completed 

worksheets 

 Students are 

assessed by 

the teacher 

during the 

execution of 

the 

experimental 

activities, by 

the use of an 

observation 

sheet 

 Assessment 

is 

completed 

with the 

assessment 

of the 

conclusions 

that 

students 

make and 

write down 

in OneNote, 

after the 

completion 

of the 
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order to prove the 
mathematical 
relationship of 
Calorimetry. 

groups, and write 

down the factors 

studied by other 

groups.  

 If there is time 

available, students 

write down their 

observations in 

their private 

notebooks 

(OneNote) while 

experimental work 

takes place. 

Students are 

expected to upload 

evidence of their 

work in the groups 

in the collaboration 

space, and write 

down a 

substantiated 

conclusion about 

the factor that they 

have investigated. 

 

of each 

group. 

 

 

 

experiment

al activities.  

 The 

completed 

fields in 

students’ 

My Learning 

Journals 

(See in 

Appendices

My Learning 

Journal for 

the Unit)  
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Activity title 

Learning goals – 

Success Indicators 
Tasks 

(teacher/students) 
Teacher’s role Tools 

Methodology – 
Class 

Arrangement 

Learning 
Outputs 

(expected) 

Assessment tool 

Subject area Transversal Skills  

Worksheet 
Experimental 
Activity- 
Completion – 1 
period  
Presentation of the 
findings of each 
group in the 
plenary, and 
formulation of the 
mathematical 
relationship of 
Calorimetry. 
Presentation and 
study of Specific 
Heat Capacity C. 

Students put forward the 

mathematical 

relationship of 

calculating the amount 

of heat that is 

transferred to and from a 

body.  

Students evaluate and 

explain the importance 

of heat capacity of the 

water in everyday life 

 

Collaboration and 
Communication  

 Interact, collaborate, 
and publish with 
peers, experts, or 
others employing a 
variety of tools and 
environments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The teacher brings 

back to the lesson 

his/her initial 

presentation and 

asks students to 

mention the factors 

that affect heat. 

He/She summarizes 

the factors, and the 

students answer 

the questions 

raised about the 

factors.  

 The mathematical 

relationship about 

Calorimetry is 

formulated in the 

plenary. The 

physical quantities 

as well as the 

measurement units 

that will be used are 

written down.  

 Discussion takes 
place about the 
factor “water”, and 

- The teacher 
asks the 
students of 
each group 
to talk with 
the students 
of other 
groups, and 
write down 
the other 
factors 
studied by 
the groups. 

- The teacher 

writes on the 

board the 

mathematica

l relationship 

connecting 

the amount 

of heat with 

the factors 

determining 

it (type of 

material, 

mass, change 

of 

temperature

). A 

- Worksheet on 

Calorimetry 

(See 

Appendices)  

- PPT 

presentation- 

Material on 

Calorimetry 

containing the 

example with 

the water and 

the sand- See 

Appendices 

 
 
 

 Students sit 

in groups in 

the lab  

 Groups 

collaborate, 

complete the 

worksheets, 

and 

announce 

the 

outcomes in 

the plenary  

 Each student 
transfers 
evidence, 
and writes 
the 
conclusions 
in his/her 
private 
notebook 
(OneNote). 

 

 Mathematic

al 

relationship 

for 

calculation 

of the 

amount of 

heat 

transferred 

from or to a 

body: ΔQ = 

m c ΔΤ 

 Definition 

of Specific 

Heat 

Capacity c. 

 Discussion 

about the 

effect of the 

large Heat 

Capacity of 

water in 

everyday 

life e.g. 

climatic 

conditions 

 Assessment of 

the students’ 

private 

notebooks as 

well as of the 

degree of 

participation 

in the 

Collaboration 

Space 

(OneNote) of 

each group. 

 Homework 
based on the 
worksheet.   
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the Specific Heat 
Capacity is defined. 

 

discussion 

takes place 

about the 

measuremen

t units of 

physical 

quantities 

- The Specific 

Heat 

Capacity C, 

relevant to 

the type of 

material is 

defined. 

- The teacher 
comes back 
to the 
natural 
phenomeno
n of the sand 
and the sea, 
and asks 
students to 
provide an 
interpretatio
n (type of 
material).  
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Activity title 

Learning goals – 

Success Indicators 

Tasks 

(teacher/students) 
Teacher’s role Tools 

Methodology – 
Class 

Arrangement 

Learning 
Outputs 

(expected) 

Assessment tool 

Subject area  Transversal Skills 

Worksheet on 

quantitative 

applications of 

Calorimetry (1 

period)  

Students solve 
quantitative 
applications of the 
mathematical 
relationship of 
Calorimetry 

 

Students apply the 

mathematical 

relationship of 

Calorimetry  

 

 

Information Literacy 

 Students integrate 
new Knowledge and 
apply it to new 
quantitative problems 

Autonomous Learning  

 Students through 
completion of 
formative assessment 
questionnaires (on 
Calorimetry and 
scaffolding tool) 
reflect on their 
learning, and explore 
alternative 
approaches (new 
approach when 
knowledge gaps and 
questions arise in the 
unit of Calorimetry).  

 

 Students solve the 

quantitative 

applications in 

class. They discuss 

with the teacher 

potential questions 

or difficulties.  

 They answer the 

multiple choice 

questions about 

Calorimetry in 

OneNote 

(o365.ats2020.eu) 

 

 The teacher 

answers 

students’ 

questions 

whilst they 

are solving 

the 

quantitative 

applications.  

 He He/She 
receives 
information 
about the 
development 
of students’ 
ePortfolios, 
and provides 
guidance 

 

 Worksheet on 

quantitative 

applications  

(See 

Quantitative 

Applications 

of relationship 

of Calorimetry 

– See 

Appendices  

 Multiple 

Choice 

Questions in 

OneNote 

application 

 Formative 

Self-

Assessment 

Scaffolding 

Tool of 

Students’ 

Competences 

and Skills 

 https://resour
ces.ats2020.e
u/resource-
details/SCTS/

 Individual 

work- solving 

of 

quantitative 

applications 

of the 

mathematica

l relationship 

of 

Calorimetry  

 Individual 
work – 
completion 
of 
questionnair
e  

 

 Quantitativ
e 
Application
s of the 
relationship 
ΔQ = m c 
ΔΤ- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Assessment is 

ongoing and 

formative 

during the 

solving of 

quantitative 

applications  

 Completion of 

questionnaire 

on 

Calorimetry- 

See 

Appendices 

 The 

completion of 

the Formative 

Self-

Assessment 

Scaffolding 

Tool of 

Students’ 

Competences 

and Skills 

https://resour

ces.ats2020.e

u/resource-

details/SCTS/

assessment-

https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
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assessment-
student 

 

student The 

sections on 

Information 

Literacy and 

Creativity and 

Innovation 

should be 

completed by 

the students 

for this 

Learning Cycle  

 

https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
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 APPENDICES  

 ACTIVITY MATERIALS- RESOURCES-TOOLS  

1 My Learning Journal 
for the unit.  

https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg 
 
See also: https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/ADM/learning_journal_en 
 
 

2 Molecular structure of 
the natural states of 
matter.  

Simulations for the molecular structure of matter:  Available at https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία ( Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου)   
 
A video about the molecular structure of the natural states of matter: Available at  https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία ( Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου)   
 
 

3 Experimental 
investigation of the 
relationship 
determining the 
change of temperature 
of a body.  

Worksheets: Molecular structure of matter. Available at  https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία ( Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου) 
   
Activity on the natural states of matter.  Available at   https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία ( Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου) 
 
Worksheets on Calorimetry. Available at  https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία ( Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου) 
 
PPT presentation material on Calorimetry. Available at  https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία (Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου) 

https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/ADM/learning_journal_en
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
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4 Formulation of the 
mathematical 
relationship of 
Calorimetry  

Worksheet: Quantitative Applications of the relationship of Calorimetry  Available at https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  under Θερμότητα- Θερμιδομετρία ( Φυσική Γ΄Γυμνασίου) 

5 Formative Assessment    Formative Assessment on Calorimetry https://ats2020-
my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f499
59&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg  

https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
https://ats2020-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nicolina_markidou_ats2020_eu/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?folderid=0097fc6c02f7c4ab69de70549e4f49959&authkey=Aa5LXMqbFyit-jxz9my2nDg
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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT SCAFFOLDING TOOLS  

 

Formative Assessment Scaffolding tool 1  

Formative Assessment Scaffolding Tool of Students' Competences and Skills: https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student 

 

Formative Assessment Scaffolding tool 2  
Assessment Scaffolding Tool for Students' ePortfolios: https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessmentToolePortfolio 

  

https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessment-student
https://resources.ats2020.eu/resource-details/SCTS/assessmentToolePortfolio
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SCREENSHOTS OF A STUDENT’S ePORTFOLIO  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


